Complex military operations, are those military campaigns including, but not limited to, those military operations by conventional defence and security forces in alliance with paramilitaries and civil groups against non-conventional armed groups (insurgents and terrorists who do not recognise and observe legally-institutionalised municipal and international laws), have taken centre stage in current strategic discourse. This is because insurgency and terrorism pose the greatest challenge to most sovereign state entities who, in most cases, respond without properly appreciating and addressing the numerous challenges, potential and real, which face national armed forces combat personnel in their physical theatres of anti-insurgency/anti-terrorism operations or battle space as the case maybe. This paper posits that it is not possible to adequately contain the nefarious activities of insurgents and terrorists without adequately identifying and addressing the unique challenges which face combat personnel in those theatres or spaces of operation. It goes on to conclude that unless this prevailing situation is reversed, prospects for effective counter-insurgency and counter-terrorism initiatives will likely remain bleak.
Introduction
In the prevailing complex military 
Complex Military Operations
A complex element could be perceived and civilian activities to restore order within a disordered scenario in a particular environment (Guttieri, Franke & Civic, 2014 
Providing counter-insurgency/
counter-terrorism forces with adequate military hardware and supplies. Experience has shown that whenever combat soldiers in hybrid warfare are well-equipped with the appropriate weapons, they tend to achieve success over the armed groups. However, the situation is the reverse if they are poorly-equipped. 
Conclusion
Recognising the multiple challenges that face military operatives in CMOs, and putting in place measures to address these challenges, are vital aspects in succeeding in hybrid warfare.
Notable is the fact that for an operation in complex military environment to succeed, the counter-insurgency/counter-terrorism personnel should have neither empty nor tied hands. This will not only effect the fulfilment of mission objectives, it is likely to actualise an early exit or terminal point in the military operations.
